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As we get old, we become weaker and more vulnerable to diseases.
Sooner or later, our health fails, and we die. That happens to most,
but not all, animal species. If we want to live longer, understanding
why we get weaker is important. Many people work on the question
of how aging happens. That is, they try to understand how the cells
and living tissues behave as they get older. But there is a deeper
question: why do humans and other animals get old at all? Do our
bodies just wear out, like old machines? Or is there an important
evolutionary reason for getting old? In this article, we will explore
those questions. We suggest that getting old and dying serves an
important purpose: when the old die, the young can adapt faster to a
changing world.

AGING IS NEARLY UNIVERSAL… BUT WHY?
Almost all animals get old. More importantly, as most animals and
humans get really old, they start to get weaker. And, if they live long
enough, that weakness will even kill them in the end. Human bodies
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EVOLUTION
Evolution is the
observed fact that living
beings who live today
are different from those
who lived in the past.
That change, that
happens slowly over
many generations, is
what we call evolution.

NATURAL
SELECTION
Natural selection is
how evolution works.
In nature, animals are
not all equal. Some are
stronger, some are
healthier. Those
animals that have
characteristics that
make them more likely
to survive are called
better adapted. As they
are more likely to
survive, they leave a
larger number of
offspring. In the long
run, those
characteristics that
make them better are
selected by the
competition in nature.

COMMUNITY
Here, we mean by
community, just a
group of animals
related to each other
by family relationships.
They might be parents,
brothers, cousins, and
so on.

ECOSYSTEM
An ecosystem is a
system that includes all
life in one region and
all other details of the
place. So, the plants,
animals, microscopic
life, and the terrain in a
speciﬁc location are all
part of the ecosystem
in that place.

Why Do We Get Old?

are just not built to live forever. But why not? Maybe we are like
furniture. As time passes, a sofa gets damaged and it breaks. But,
unlike furniture, living things have built-in repair mechanisms. Some
animal species age very quickly and die in less than a day, while others,
like some species of jellyﬁsh and clams, seem to never get old. A
100-year-old man has an extremely high probability of dying before
his 101st birthday, but a 15-year-old boy can look forward to his 16th
birthday. Compare this to clams: a giant 100-year-old clam is actually
much less likely to die than a medium-sized 15-year-old clam. Both
clams and people suffer damage to their bodies as they age, but clams
repair all their bodily damage, while humans only partially repair their
damage, so it accumulates. Why do not humans repair all the damage
to their bodies, like clams do, and live forever? Is there a bigger reason
why most animals get older and weaker and eventually die?
A wise biologist once said, “Nothing in biology makes sense except
in the light of evolution.” Evolution explains why the animals alive
now are much different from those that lived millions of years ago.
It explains how sea animals came to land, and how they became
dinosaurs, and birds, and monkeys. The idea is simple. Think about
all the lions that live in an area. Some are larger, some smaller,
some stronger, some faster. They are all different. Some of those
characteristics might make it easier for a lion to survive. For example,
being fast makes it easier to catch prey. So, the faster lions survive
in larger numbers than the slower ones, giving them more time to
reproduce. And fast lions tend to have fast cubs so, over time, the
lion population as a whole will be faster. The process of selecting a
characteristic that makes survival easier is called natural selection.
That is how evolution works.
But what about the example of aging? If natural selection favors the
animals that stay around longer and produce more offspring, how
does getting older and weaker ﬁt in? Should not evolution be using
repair mechanisms, like those of the clam, to make animals stronger
and stronger, so that they can reproduce more? If staying strong and
living longer are better for creating more offspring and passing on
genes, why is it that most animals get weaker instead? Why is aging so
very common among the animals that evolution has produced it.

INDIVIDUALS VS. COMMUNITIES?
Being strong and fast is often good for competition between
individuals, but “good” can also have a community meaning. All the
organisms in an ecosystem must function stably together. Imbalances
can spell disaster for every individual, causing whole ecosystems to
become extinct.
Let us think about the lions in terms of their broader ecosystem. Why
are lions so strong and fast? They need to be fast so they can hunt
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gazelles, their prey. The gazelles in the ecosystem have evolved to
run fast to escape the lions, and the lions have evolved to run fast
to catch the gazelles. When gazelles evolve to run even faster, lions
must also evolve to run faster, or they will starve. When lions evolve
to run faster, then gazelles evolve to run even faster, or they will be
eaten. Suppose that it is possible for lions to run a little faster than
the fastest gazelle. This is great for the individual lions, because they
will get enough to eat, and they will produce a bumper crop of lion
cubs in the next generation. But it is bad news for the gazelles. In
the next generation, there will be more lions and fewer gazelles. And
one day, the fast, hungry lions will chase down the last gazelle. The
gazelles will disappear from the prairie, and soon after that, the lions
will starve.
But suppose the opposite happens: the lions and gazelles both evolve
to be fast, but the gazelles are a little faster than the lions. The lions
chase the gazelles, but they can only catch the ones that are sick
or have some defect. Lions and gazelles form a stable community.
The weakest gazelles are the ones that are eaten, so the gazelle
herd is kept healthy. The same is true for the lions—the sickly, slow
ones will starve. For the whole lion-gazelle system, this seems like a
better outcome.
So, for the lion-gazelle relationship, aging helps to make the system
stable and robust. Every gazelle eventually gets too old to run fast,
so the lions get to eat. And most gazelles can grow and reproduce
while they are young and healthy. The way that lions and gazelles
have evolved together seems to work well for both, and part because
gazelles are strong and fast for a while, and then they get slower
and weaker with age. Aging might be part of the recipe for a healthy
ecosystem! But does science support the theory that, in the case of
aging, natural selection favors the welfare of the whole ecosystem,
not just the welfare of the individuals? Keep reading to ﬁnd out!

PREVIOUS THEORIES OF EVOLUTION AND AGING
Over the years, evolutionary scientists have come up with two main
theories to explain how aging and evolution ﬁt together. In 1957,
George Williams proposed that aging is basically a negative side-effect
of genes that help us in some way. For example, maybe the same
genes that help a young animal to be strong and fertile are pushing the
system too hard, and they eventually cause damage. In experiments
with fruit-ﬂies and lab worms, scientists found that some of the genes
that help animals to be strong and fertile do have harmful side-effects,
as the theory predicted. But there are many other genes that increase
strength and vitality early in life while also helping an animal to live
longer! So this means animals could use those genes to live longer with
no bad consequences. That is, the idea that there would be harmful
effects is wrong.
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The second theory was that repairing the damage that leads to aging
takes energy, and energy must come from food, which can be hard
to obtain. So, our bodies must use our energy stores wisely! Using
energy for reproduction right away is a “sure thing” for passing on
genes, while saving energy now to make repairs to the body in the
future is more risky—if an animal chooses to save its energy for later
instead of reproducing now, it may not get the opportunity to pass on
its genes. This theory made a lot of sense when it was introduced by
Thomas Kirkwood in 1977, but a few years later, scientists discovered
that when animals have less to eat, they actually live longer! Those
facts count against Kirkwood’s theory.

MATHEMATICAL
MODEL
A mathematical model
is a description of a
situation using
mathematical tools. It is
usually not a complete
description, just an
approximation. But it
can be helpful to teach
us why or how
things happen.

Since neither of these theories seems to fully explain how aging
might be supported by natural selection, we decided to investigate
this on our own. We set about to create a mathematical model to
discover how evolution might prefer shorter lives to longer lives. And
we thought that, maybe, aging, while it does have a cost, could also
provide an advantage by itself.

CHANGE—THE MISSING INGREDIENT!
Our mathematical model [1] was based on an original idea of
André [2], one of the authors of this article. André added a new
ingredient to previous mathematical models that had been used to
explain the evolution of aging: change. Evolution means change
from generation to generation. Animals need to change because the
environment is always changing. Characteristics that are good and
provide advantages for survival at one moment might fail later when
the world is different. And aging helps replace older individuals by new
ones, who might be better adjusted to the new circumstances.
We programmed our mathematical model so that every individual has
a spot on a game board, as shown in Figure 1. Each square can have
only one individual, and the color of the square shows who lives there.
Blue squares with sad blue faces represent animals that die from old
age. Red squares with red happy faces represent animals that do not
suffer harmful effects from age.

ADAPTATION
An adaptation is a
characteristic of a living
being that allows it to
survive better. Getting
faster, if it helps lions to
survive by catching
prey more easily, is
one example.

When our theoretical animals reproduce, the offspring are born close
by. So, when a sad blue face has offspring, a new sad blue face
appears somewhere near that parent. That means, after some time,
everyone in a local area tends to be related. In nature, resources like
food are limited. To represent that, only one individual can survive
in each square. When two or more occupy the same space, those
individuals compete. And the more capable, better adapted ones
have a larger chance to survive. That is the only competition in the
game, no individual needs to worry about competition from the other
side of the game board. In the long run, some local families tend
to spread more than others. In this way, groups of related animals
kids.frontiersin.org
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Figure 1
Our mathematical
model of aging and
evolution. The blue
boxes with sad faces
represent individuals
that age, and the red
boxes with smiling
faces represent those
who do not get old.
Green squares are
empty. Darker shades
of blue and red
represent individuals
who are better adapted.
The left ﬁgure shows
the photo of the board
at a given instant and
the right ﬁgure shows
how the same case
evolved later in time.
We can see the animals
who age slowly take
the places where those
who do not age used to
live. As time passes and
offspring are created,
each group competes
for space with others
that are close by, and
we see that.

FITNESS
Fitness is just a
mathematical number
to represent how
well-adapted an animal
is. It tries to summarize
all the complicated
details in one number
we can understand.
The larger the ﬁtness is,
the better prepared to
survive the animal is.

Figure 1

emerged naturally, with boundaries that were irregular and continually
shifting. Competitions happens most of the time with animals that
are related. That means that those who age tend to compete with
those who also age. And aging makes the competition more difficult.
It forces the animals to adapt faster. And changing faster is an
important advantage.
The need to adapt to a changing environment was an essential factor
in our model. Change means what worked before might not work well
later. So, we made everyone a bit weaker with time, both those who
aged and those who did not. Basically, every animal has a strength
associated to it, which we call ﬁtness. Those who have a larger ﬁtness
are stronger and have a better chance of surviving when they compete.
Also, as in real life, offspring could be born a little stronger or a little
weaker than their parents. That is, they might have a ﬁtness that is a
little higher or lower than the ﬁtness of their parents. That way, the
groups could change and survive. In the game, longer life spans mean
older animals will be around longer. The animals get weaker, because
the environment in the model is changing at the same time. That
means that older animals tend to be the weakest of them. Since the
animal communities only change when new animals (which are a little
different than their parents) are born, that means that when animals live
longer, the group evolves more slowly. A community with a short life
span can evolve more rapidly than a community with a longer life span,
and therefore can adapt more quickly to the changing environment.
Fast-evolving communities soon become better-adapted than slowly
evolving ones.
By chance, some had shorter lifespans and others longer. Communities
with
shorter
lifespans
evolved
faster,
producing
better-adapted individuals.
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WHAT DO OUR RESULTS MEAN?
Our mathematical model suggests that maybe we get older because
the world changes! Aging can obviously harm individuals, by cutting
off their chance to reproduce. But aging might beneﬁt the community
as a whole, because aging and death increase the rate of evolution,
making populations more adapted to changes in the environment.
This could be more important to the health of the overall community
than the harm caused by early death. So, maybe aging IS an important
process that has been supported by evolution. Sometimes natural
selection might prefer a shorter lifespan to a longer lifespan, for the
beneﬁt of the whole community!
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